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tag[s]: hypotheses on cleaning avenues and functions, … supplements to-or almost additional 

summary analyses, combat tactics pertained and re-applied also known as integrated, is this sci fi, 

counseling applications & cited: gr. School training  

 

 

So in response to this we would either want to review and-or [even supplementary] discover how 

is "pain" "chronic" diagnosed. If all else fails while in attempt to functioning medical access [if 

this is or was your case] there is always the handy-dandy of criminology; and 

in just your luck: I am a criminologist [not just average performing, either]. It might also be of 

use avenue to offer any such insights to actual and performing real doctors.  Here's the article to 

read more full coordinated with this send in.  

 

Source, cited: [through the mailer list access, too] 

https://nccih.nih.gov/research/results/spotlight/Prevalence-Profile-High-Impact-Chronic-

Pain?nav=govd 

[as accessed on 8918, 81018] 

 

Te, beginning; provides intel on how “chronic pain” is diagnosed 

The obvious; then; is how to turn “chronic pain” into a functional [ore; more-se experience] 

https://nccih.nih.gov/research/results/spotlight/Prevalence-Profile-High-Impact-Chronic-Pain?nav=govd
https://nccih.nih.gov/research/results/spotlight/Prevalence-Profile-High-Impact-Chronic-Pain?nav=govd
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[as a note: avoid e-te typos; and they are of purpose; cleaning] 

  Using the cheat notes of the beginning summary: …, we have the now of how [as in fashion of 

utlise’] “chronic pain” is diagnosed 

 

Review note as coinciding with gr. School: 

“Chronic Pain” shows comorbidity with  

“other health problems” for its experiencers, …  

 

U-ing the diagnoses of c.p. an obvious and even accessible entropy: combat technique is doing those 

“activities” with easier adaptations; then the insertion of actual medicine would be  

The entropy machine connected to the use of those adaptations something like in a control [at least 

obe/one pill] and then the entropy machine connected to the body [after or something like after] doing 

the adapted version of those activities [or some segment or sequential additional segment of those 

activities] 

Theme: devices a la entropy machines that spigot out pills [that work!] 

Theme music citation: Italo Robo, Summer Visions  

Integrating Insights, Medical Counseling Intervention[s]: In assessing potential for drug recovery; 

first discover if [something like an allegiance to actualized portrayal oath uh what the hell does 

this mean] the thing that they take [in illicit variety] [doses, substances, et al] actually does have 

that effect-affect 

The usual does it feel good 

Do/does they/it work otherwise 

 


